IONOS Private Cloud

Enjoy maximum
flexibility with the
private cloud

www.ionos.co.uk/private-cloud

The IONOS Private Cloud - powered by VMware
The IONOS Private Cloud gives you all the benefits of a cloud environment - with higher levels of
security thanks to dedicated hardware and infrastructure that‘s yours to use. Thanks to VMware,
users benefit from one of the leading virtualisation solutions for your own, highly secure platform.
The IONOS Private Cloud is also the ideal platform for business applications, with maximal flexibility
and cost efficiency thanks to a pay-as-you-go licensing model.

Pay-as-you-go licensing and by-the-minute
billing offer the greatest freedom
IONOS is the first provider on the market to offer a flexible pay-as-you-go
model for private clouds including VMware. Your costs are automatically reduced
whenever your reserved cluster is not fully utilised. With by-the-minute billing and
no contractual ties, we ensure maximum flexibility. The result is a tailor-made and
up-to-date solution that covers every need.
®

Latest Intel Optane™ technology
for more performance
Your IONOS Private Cloud runs exclusively on high performance, state-of-the-art
hardware and virtualisation technology. vSAN, NSX-T, Intel Optane and NVMe
storage provide processing speeds that significantly optimise your workloads.

Individual cloudbased data centre

IONOS Private Cloud

Managed VMware
environment

Pay-as-you-go
licensing model

Latest technology like
vSAN, NSX-T and 2nd Gen
Intel Xeon processors

Certified security

IONOS Private Cloud

Your software-defined data centre
Software-defined networking,
including NSX

Managed
by you

Software-defined computing,
including vCenter

vCenter + VSphere+ NSX-T

Managed
by IONOS

Host + Storage

Host + Storage

Host + Storage

Software-defined storage,
including vSAN

Your security is our top priority

Expert consulting

The IONOS Private Cloud offers the
highest levels of security because
computing and storage resources
are not shared with other companies.
You retain complete control. In
addition, IONOS ensures data protection in accordance with the strict
requirements of German and European law. In combination with GDPR
guidelines, IONOS has more than 30
years of experience in providing a
highly secure environment for your
data, with fail-safe cloud infrastructure hosted in ISO 270001 certified
data centres. Thanks to standardised
ITIL/ITS processes, your data is
always available.

Individual
A server expert at your side
Mentoring
Custom cloud transformation and
workload optimisation solutions
Free
Personal support
Fast
24/7 expert support
On equal terms
Close cooperation

Private cloud without compromise
Maximal flexibility with pay-as-you-go

Get started easily with familiar VMware
virtualisation software

Price-performance champion

High security and availability

Tailor-made solutions and advice

Get personalised advice now:

+44 333 336 2984

enterprise-cloud@ionos.co.uk

ionos.co.uk

